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Jeremy:Eileen and I both had difficult discussions with him today. He will want to talk to you, probably next 

week. To the extent we can, we want him to understand better what we have done, what we have the 

authority to do, and what is not possible for us to do.Here are some of Clark's categories of 

discussion/allegations:1. Why have we not released any information regarding surveillance on the Cuban and 

Soviet embassies in Mexico City?2. Why have we not released records on John Abt? (Laura got involved in this 

one).3. The FBI, CIA and NSA are still "screwing us."4. Jim Hosty is a critic. We have not gotten him his 

testimony back and we have not found the 18 derogatory points about Oswald that were kept by Secret 

Service Agent Bouck.5. He wants a list of witnesses we have interviewed.6. The military material on Cuba is 

interesting, but we have not released the "other side." He said the other side is what was Castro doing in 

response. For example, where are the documents that perhaps show a link between Castro and Oswald? Now, 

he says he does not believe there is a link. He makes little sense on this point.In conclusion, my concern is that 

he gives a biased, incorrect story line to some ABC producer who is tired of hearing from him, but does a story 

just to get him of off his back. I do not think this will happen, but I do think you will have to speak with him 

next week.Sorry to bring you this irritating news on my last day in DC. I don't think it is a major problem, but it 

is a minor one that has to be dealt with. Eileen and Laura can bring you more up to speed on what he said 

(Eileen) and what has been done on Abt and Hosty (Laura).
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